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中文摘要
近年來，出現了一種新型媒體「直播」，透過串流的技術，直播可以讓人們
向他人展示自己的生活，並在低延遲的環境下與他人即時的互動，這種新型態的
媒體極大的改善了傳播者和受眾之間的用戶體驗。台灣有著許多直播平台，其中
以 Twitch 最為著名，在 2018 年，全球每天平均有 1500 萬人觀看 Twtich 上的直
播，而這些人會帶來龐大的商機。
因此，在本研究中，我們欲探索 Twitch 平台上的實況主和觀眾之間的關係，
目的是預測觀眾是否願意成為訂閱者而付費給平台與實況主。本研究使用 Twitch
API 和網絡爬蟲來收集數據，利用文本挖掘來捕捉觀眾在直播聊天室中的行為，
並標記普通觀眾和訂閱者。接著我們使用一些監督式學習的方法，如邏輯式回
歸，SVM，決策樹和隨機森林，來構建模型進行預測。
最終模型的準確度可達到 0.7366，而資料蒐集的區間越短，準確率會越高。
觀看者在聊天室裡留言的頻率、是否開啟直播的通知、觀看者的追隨直播主的數
量以及觀看者在聊天室留言的負面情緒對於訂閱直播主有著顯著影響。

關鍵詞：社交媒體、直播、訂閱、文本挖掘、監督式學習
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Abstract
In recent years, there has been a new type of media, “live stream”. Through
streaming technology, it can make people show their lives to others and interact with
others at low latency. This kind of media greatly improve the user experience between
communicators and audience. Among many live stream platforms, Twitch is most famous
in Taiwan. In 2018, there were an average of 15 million people watching live stream on
Twtich every day . A large number of people will bring a lot of business opportunities.
Therefore, in this study, we want to explore the relationship between the live
streamers and viewers on the Twitch platform. We want to predict whether viewers will
be willing to pay for subscriptions. This study uses Twitch API and web crawler to collect
data. We use text mining to catch viewers’ actions in live stream’s chat room and label
general viewers and subscribers. And then, we use some supervised learning methods,
such as logistic regression, SVM, decision tree and random forest, to build models to
predict.
The best model’s accuracy could reach 0.73664. And the result indicates that the
chat frequency, live stream’s notification and the number of viewer’s following influence
whether the viewer will subscribe the streamer.

Keywords: social media, live stream, subscription, text mining, supervised learning
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1 Research Background
Nowadays, social media becomes a part of everyone’s life. In 2018, the number of
social media users is 3.196 billion, up 13 percent year-on-year (Kemp, 2018). Not only
the users but also the social media categories become more and more. In the past, social
media exist as websites, such as blogs, micro-blogs, social networks, and other Web 2.0
Web sites, such as YouTube and Flickr (Liang & Turban, 2011). Then, the people are not
satisfied with text, picture, sound and video. They want to catch every “instant”. At this
moment, a new type of social media, live stream began to pop. In terms of traditional
media, most of information is made by news stations or television stations. On the
contrary, live stream makes people become information providers and have more option
to receive information. People could show their ideas, daily life or gaming skills to
everyone with live stream. And audiences could pass their opinions to streamers with the
chat room. This two-way communication improves information providers and receivers’
user experience.
The market of live stream is very impressive. There are 100 million users watching
online video every day in the world (Kole, 2012). Cisco says that internet video traffic
will dominate other types of traffic by 2019, taking a massive 80% share of the global
market (Carla, 2015). A large number of people will bring a lot of business opportunities.
The streaming industry is estimated to reach $124.6 billion by 2025 (“Video Streaming
1

Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis Report By Streaming Scope, By Solution Scope,
By Platform Scope, By Revenue Model, By Service, By Deployment, By User, And
Segment Forecasts, 2019 – 2025,” 2019). There are many live stream platforms, such as
Twtich TV, Youtube, Mixer, Facebook Live and Periscope. Twitch TV is the most famous.
Twitch TV is a platform which gives people the opportunity to broadcast themselves
live (Raes, 2015). It was derived from Justin.tv. Justin.tv was founded in 2007. It was
considerate as the pioneer of live stream. When Justin.tv grew, a lot of problems came up
such as a keen killed self on live streaming (David, 2008). Therefore, Justin.tv decided to
separate the popular gaming live stream into Twtich TV in 2011. Twitch TV grew rapidly
so that they made 1.6 billion in 2014 occupying 43% market share (Bree, 2015).
Immediately, Amazon saw their potential and had acquired them.
The live stream service Twitch provides that becomes a new type of social media. It
is constructed of chatroom, streamer’s audio and video. Streamers can answer questions
of chatroom to interact with viewers or play video games to gain viewers’ attention. From
this, all the contents are based on User-generated content (UGC). User-generated content
is referred to as “media content created or produced by the general public rather than by
paid professionals and primarily distributed on the internet.” (Daugherty, Eastin &
Bright ,2008). Every user can engage in a stream whether they have professional ability
or not. When they leave messages or emoji in chatroom, they participate in the stream
2

production with the streamer. Therefore, the user is not only content consumer but also
provider. The more users engage, the more contents will be produced. In 2017, Twitch
made a review says that they had 355 billion minutes watched, more than 27 thousand
partnered streamers and 15 million unique daily visitors (Freitas, 2018). Taipei also was
the city with the most Twitch viewers in the world in 2015 (4Gamers 編輯部, 2015). And
Twtich’s average concurrent viewers are far ahead of other platforms from Q4 2017 to
Q1 2018 (Antonio, 2018).

Figure 1 Concurrent viewers by platform

From the above, it looks like Twitch had a great result on user acquisition. But how
to get new user and keep user retention is a good question to Twitch. Furthermore, how
to use the great amount of user to gain business value is more important.

1.2 Research Motivation
In the past, some scholars made research of live stream. Some of them investigated
the relationship of video game genres, content type and viewer gratification in the context
of live gaming (Sjöblom, Törhönen, Hamari & Macey, 2017). They also applied the “Uses
3

and gratifications theory” to explore what factors influence viewer’s choice. After that,
they analyzed the most popular elements and practices employed by streamers in their
video streams and profile pages (Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1973; Sjöblom, Törhönen,
Hamari & Macey, 2019). This study explained what kind of the decoration the streamers
layout will be more attractive that can fascinate viewers on the Twitch platform.
In order to find out what drives live stream usage intention. It can be used the
perspective of flow, entertainment, social interaction and endorsement, or the perspective
of individual experience, co-experience and social identification to investigate user
continuous watching intention (Chen & Lin, 2018; Hu, Zhang & Wang, 2017).
Although many studies focused on user’s watching intension, streamer’s behavior,
and stream’s presentation. There is no research investigates all the directions integratedly.
These studies can solve how the live stream platform or the streamers to get more viewers.
However, watching live stream is usually a free service. No matter how much viewers the
streamers get, it would be useless if viewers only watch but pay nothing to steamers and
platform. For streamers and live stream platform, economic support will encourage them
to do live stream or maintain the platform continuously. But in these studies, how to turn
the mass of users into value is not mentioned. They can’t bring real value to streamers
and platform.
Therefore, after acquiring viewers, propose a business model to create value is the
4

priority. There are three business models that Twitch provides for streamers:
advertisement, subscription and donation. Advertisement means when advertisers find
and make contracts with Twitch, the streamers, who join the partnership program of
Twitch TV, can share revenue with Twitch by broadcasting advertisement on their stream
(Raes, 2015). But most of the viewers often use browser expansion function to block the
advertisement so that steamers can’t receive advertisement revenue. The advertisers will
also serve ads in different areas and price. For example, they think Taiwan is a small
market and they serve few ads in Taiwan. The streamers in Taiwan have less opportunities
to earn with advertisement. Subscription is a method to support streamer directly. Users
pay 4.99 USD per month to a channel to obtain some special service. Such as nonadvertisement watching experience and some special emojis only belong to this channel.
Streamers can receive at least fifty percent of subscription revenue. Subscription is a
monthly business model. So how to keep viewers continuously subscribing becomes
every streamers’ goal. Donation means viewers could donate directly to streamers with
PayPal. These donors can leave messages with donation. Some of streamers will show
the messages and the amount of donation on their video canvas. According to this, they
can satisfy donors’ vanity and interactive with donors. But donation is a short-term
business model. It can’t keep steady to make streamers receive revenue. Compared to
advertising and donation, the revenue received from subscription is more stable.
5

Streamers are more willing to pursue subscriptions because they tend to maintain a longterm friendly relationship with their viewers.

1.3 Research Purpose
For the reasons above, the previous studies have shown how to acquire viewers. But
they couldn’t turn the viewers to real value. This study’s goal is to solve this problem.
There are many business models. We finally select Twitch’s business models to do our
research. Different from some platforms’ business models which providing service to
users to collect usage fee, Twtich’s service is free so that everyone can join Twitch. We
think it can represent the normality of users and reduce the entry barrier of the streamers.
In the three type of Twitch’s business models, subscription is the best method to gain
value. When the user subscribes the streamer, the subscription record will appear on chat
room. It can’t be concealed by any method so that it can guarantee the correctness of
subscription .
Therefore, in our study, we aim to explore how the streamers can easily attract new
subscribers on Twitch TV. The following is our research purpose:
1.

Propose a prediction model to find potential subscribers. By doing so, streamers
will know about their potential business values.

2.

Identify key factors in how to attract new subscribers.

3.

Offer managerial and commercial insights for streaming platforms.
6

Chapter 2.

Literature Review

2.1 Live streaming
Live streaming refers that the streamers broadcast themselves in real time. Viewers
can watch live streaming without downloading the whole media data. Its structure is a
client-server model. The streamers simultaneously record the video on their client and
transmit the video to live stream platform’s server (Pires & Simon, 2014). However, the
original video’s data size may be too large so that the viewer who has low-speed internet
can’t watch live stream smoothly. The server will transcode the video to meet every
viewers’ needs and push the video to clients. And then the viewers decode the video with
video player. Compared to non-live streaming, such as YouTube videos, live streaming
can't clip the video before uploading but it can broadcast in real time (林亦辰, 2017).
Live streaming will be closer to reality.
2.2 Live chatting
Live stream’s success is based on the concept of “two-way television”. The viewers
could make choices and produce user input (Jensen & Toscan, 1999). In addition to video,
live chatting is also an important element of live streaming. Viewers can communicate to
other viewers and the streamer with leaving message in the chat room. Their
conversations will influence the performance of the streamer, such as gaming strategies
or suggestions and comical comments (Smith, T., Obrist, M., & Wright, P., 2013). Taking
Twitch TV for example, there was an experiment called “Twitch Plays Pokémon”. The
7

developer designed a chat bot and set some predefined commands in order to let viewers
key the commands in chat room to remote the character in Pokémon (Dennis, Jenny &
Jeremy, 2014). This experiment got Guinness World Record for having "the most
participants on a single-player online video game" (“Most participants on a single-player
online videogame,” 2014). Therefore, chatting make the content of live streaming become
more diverse.
2.3 The categories of viewers on Twitch
There are five types of viewers in a Twitch channel, normal viewer, follower,
subscriber, donors, and moderator (Raes, 2015). Everyone who registers Twitch account
will become a normal viewer first. Because of Twitch is a kind of social media, which is
free of charge (Lee, Yen & Hsiao, 2014). Normal viewer could browse all the channels
without paying. When they think they really like a specific streamer, they will turn into
the followers of the streamer. Follower will receive a notification when the streamer start
broadcasting every live stream. It makes the followers more convenient to catch the
streamers’ movement. The subscription and donation are based on pay-what-you-want.
This is a pricing model that viewers set the price of streamers’ performance (Kunter, 2015).
Viewers have maximum control over the price they pay (Kim, Natter & Spann, 2009).
Even if they set price at zero, watching the stream for free. Streamers have no way to do
anything. But in Twitch, they set some returns for subscription. Subscriber can avoid
advertisement appearing on the stream and get special emoji from the streamer they
8

subscribe. The most difference between normal viewers and subscribers is that there will
be an icon in the front of subscribers’ name to distinguish. Donor refers to that somebody
give money directly to streamer without receiving any return. For subscribers and donors,
they can stop their supports to streamer immediately if they want. The last, moderator is
a role which the streamer assigns to someone. They can ban messages or viewers
appearing in chatroom when viewers leave some rude or aggressive messages. When the
streamer focuses on streaming, the moderators can help him solving the annoying
message in chatroom. These moderators will receive a sword shape icon in front of their
username. That represents their authority in chatroom. In this study, we focus on normal
viewers and subscribers and observe the difference between them.
2.4 Donation/Subscription intention
Previous studies indicate that some elements influence people’s intents to donate or
subscribe. Wan, Lu, Wang & Zhao (2017) proposed that social factors (identification,
interaction and information value) on users’ attachment consisting of emotional
attachment will influence viewers’ donation intention in social media.
There are studies using “uses and gratifications theory” to investigate donation and
subscription intention. Sjöblom and Hamari (2017) indicate some social need types
(cognitive, affective, personal integrative, social integrative and tension release) will
impact viewers’ usage (Hour watched, streamers watched, streamers followed and
subscription). In their result, only social integrative influences subscription intention.
9

Therefore, they proposed a new hypothesis in 2018. The study proposed the motivators
(entertainment, information seeking, meeting new people, social interactions, social
support, sense of community, social anxiety and external support) influence live-stream
engagement (emotional connectedness, time spent, time subscribed and donations)
(Hilvert-Bruce, Neill, Sjöblom & Hamari, 2018). The social interactions are still the most
influential factors to subscription.
According to results of these studies, the social interactions are the mainly factors to
influence subscription intention. But they all use questionnaire method to do research.
There is no one use data mining to investigate the subscription intention. Therefore, in
our study, we regard the viewers’ interactions in chat room as social interactions and use
data mining method to explore the subscription intention.
2.5 Text mining
In order to analyze the social interactions in messages, we use text mining to process
the original data. Text mining is a process of analyzing a mass number of texts from blogs,
micro-blogs, news, etc. These data are constructed of natural language which usually
refers to a language that naturally evolves with culture (Meulen, 2017). So, we should use
natural language processing first. And then do the text analysis. There are two steps in
our study:

10

1.

Jieba segment1
Word is the minimal and meaningful unit of natural language. We should
cut the sentence first. Not like that English sentence has spaces, Chinese needs
extra method to cut sentence. There are some methods, like HanLP, SnowNLP,
Stanford NLP and Jieba. We choose “Jieba segment”, an open source Chinese
segmentation application in python language. Different from three others, Jieba
support traditional Chinese so that we don’t need covert traditional Chinese to
simple Chinese before segmentation. The performance of Jieba is the most
efficient. We put the sentence into the Jieba system. Its output will be words
and words’ part of speech (POS).

2.

Sentiment Analysis
After word segmentation, we want to calculate sentences’ emotion scores.
But building a model to predict sentences’ emotion scores aren’t our study’s
goal. It will take a lot of time so that we will lose our original purpose. Therefore,
we use NTUSD (National Taiwan University sentiment dictionary) to do
sentiment analysis (Ku, & Chen, 2007). This dictionary is provided by National
Taiwan University Natural Language Processing Laboratory. It contains over
than 2800 positive words and 8000 negative words. We could use the result of

1

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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word segmentation to compute every words’ emotion score.
2.6 Classification method
In order to predict the subscription of every viewers, we use some classification
methods to practice. There are many methods in the world. We choose the top 10 data
mining algorithms to build model (Wu et al., 2007). After removing some clustering
methods and adding some basic methods, we finally select logistic regression, SVM,
decision tree, random forest, Naïve Bayes , KNN and committee machine :
1.

Logistic regression
It generalizes a categorical result for binary data. We use it to measure the
probability that the viewers will subscribe. For a binary response variable Y and
an explanatory variable X, let π(x) = P(Y = 1|X = x) = 1 − P(Y = 0|X =
x).The logistic regression model is:
π(x) =

exp(𝛼 + 𝛽𝑥)
1 + exp(𝛼 + 𝛽𝑥)

Equivalently, the log odds, called the logit, has the linear relationship
logit[π(x)] = log

𝜋(𝑥)
= 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑥
1 − 𝜋(𝑥)

This equates the logit link function to the linear predictor (Agresti, 2002).
Logistic regression’s advantage is that it can be used in non-linear data, get the
probabilities of class A and class B, and observe the dependent variables’
influence in the model.
There are some problems in regression, such as collinearity and overfitting.
12

We choose stepwise regression to solve the problems. Stepwise is a method of
select predictive variable automatically. We use forward selection which start
with no variable in the model and add variable gradually. When the AIC
(Akaike information criterion) of any variable doesn’t have statistical
significance, stopping stepwise regression (Draper & Smith, 1980). We can use
selected variable to build our model.
2.

Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM is an algorithm that maps the input vectors into some high
dimensional feature space Z through some non-linear mapping chosen a priori
(Cortes, & Vapnik, 1995). It is a kind of supervised learning which is given by
training entities to build model. Each entity will be set as one of two classes, A
or B. Then, this model distributes the new entity to the one of A and B to do
classification.

Figure 2 SVM diagram

In our study, we set subscribed viewers as class A and set non-subscribed
viewers as class B. Then, put testing data into the model to predict their class.
13

3.

Decision Tree
Decision tree is built to support make the decision. It is a tree-like model. A

decision tree consists of three types of nodes (Kamiński, Jakubczyk, & Szufel, 2017) :
⚫

Decision nodes – typically represented by squares

⚫

Chance nodes – typically represented by circles

⚫

End nodes – typically represented by triangles

Figure 3 Decision tree diagram

The decision nodes mean that there are requirement sets that determine the
results, also can be said to be the outcomes of just true or false. The chance nodes
mean there is a probability of result happening. The end nodes mean that the outcome
of the input.
4.

Random forest
Random forest is built by many decision trees. This method has been called

bagging. First, it takes some samples from original data as one bag. Second, put the
14

sample back and repeat first step. For each sample, grows an un-pruned classification
or regression tree. Finally, predict new data by aggregating the predictions of these
tree with majority voting (Liaw & Wiener, 2002).

Figure 4 Random forest diagram

5.

Naïve Bayes
Naïve Bayes is a function that assigns a class label to an example. In our

research, we defined only two labels, subscribed and unsubscribed. According to
Bayes rule, naïve Bayes give an example E =(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ). And assume that all
attributes are independent given the value of the class variable (Zhang, 2004):
𝑝(𝐸|𝑐) = 𝑝(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 |𝑐) = ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝(𝑥𝑖 |𝑐).
The naïve Bayesian classifier is then:
𝑝(𝐶=+)

𝑝(𝑥 |𝐶=+)

𝑓𝑛𝑏 (𝐸) = 𝑝(𝐶=−) ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝(𝑥𝑖 |𝐶=−).
𝑖

6.

KNN
KNN (k nearest neighbor) means that given a test example, find the k closest

neighbors and their labels. Calculate which label has a larger proportion and assign
15

the test example to that label.

Figure 5 KNN diagram

How to find the best k is important. So we choose 2 to square root of data size
as our k value range. Comparing every k value in training data’s performance, we
select the best k to predict testing data.

7.

Committee machine
Committee machine is combined with many experts. According to a divide and

conquer strategy, the experts will combine their decision into a single response
(Haykin, 1998). Every expert has different perspective so that can make them
complementary. Committee machine will achieve a better performance than only
one expert on average.
Committee machine has two types, static structures and dynamic structures. In
our research, we will use the method, ensemble averaging, which is static structure.
Ensemble averaging means that it will combine the outputs of different predictors to
calculate their average as an overall output.
16

Chapter 3.

Method

We design our research framework in four steps, collecting, preprocessing, splitting
and mining.

Figure 6 Research framework

3.1 Data Collecting
We have two sources to collect our data. One is Twitch TV, providing application
programming interface (API) to developers to use. Most of information can be gotten by
API such as user’s profile, stream’s introduction and message records in channel’s VOD
(Video on demand) which Twitch TV provides. The VOD makes streamer save the video
records. Because the subscriptions are private information to streamers, Twitch only
authorize this information to streamer or their authorized application. So, we find another
source, Twitch Stats2, collecting data.
Twitch Stats is a website collecting data with the web crawler. After collecting data,

2

https://twitchstats.net/
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they use statistical methods to turn original data to useful information such as the average
viewers, the highest viewers, the most followers, etc. They also provide the sub count
information. Though, the sub list uses their special algorithms to compute, which is not
complete, and it is not 100% accurate. It includes the most popular streamers and provides
very close numbers to the real numbers. In our study, we can use the sub list to get who
subscribes the streamer and their subscription time.
There are many streamers and their data attributes are not the same. So, we set some
requirements to find our research target. Chinese and “League of Legends” are our filter
condition. “League of Legends” has the most viewers in Twitch TV in 2017 (“Twitch
Global Analytic Stats 2017,” 2017).

Figure 7 Top games in 2017

As a result, we think we can collect enough data with this condition. Finally, we
18

choose “Godjj” to do our research. In 2017, he had 2920 subscriptions and 5008 average
viewers. His average viewers ranked 3rd and sub count ranked 1st in Chinese channels.
We believe that he can represent normality and that he has enough sub data to investigate.
In the end, we collect data from January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017.

3.2 Data Preprocessing
After data collecting, it is followed by preprocessing the data. We want to treat each
stream chat records as a document. The words are the minimum units to analysis.
Therefore, we use Jieba segment to cut sentences in chatroom into words. Those words
have many noises, such as meaningless symbols, repeated words or emoji. We should
clean the data.
First, we use stopword dictionary to distinguish meaningless symbols and words and
remove them from our documents. Second, we build an emoji dictionary to catch emoji.
There are some emoji Twitch provides viewers to use. We must manually identify emoji
and add them to our dictionary.

Figure 8 Twitch Emoji
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Third, some streamers will set chatbot in chatroom. Viewers can input some
instructions to interact with chatbot such as “!fb” or ”!now”. Therefore, we also build an
instruction dictionary to catch these words.

Figure 9 Chat bot commands

After collecting and preprocessing, we sort out some attribute to prepare to do data
mining. These attributes are classified into two aspects. See in Table 1.

Table 1 Variables and their description

Variables

Description

Basic user information
Viewer ID

The viewer’s identification

Display name

The viewer’s display name

Create date

The viewer’s account create date

Follow

Whether did the viewer follow the streamer

Followcount

The number of the streamers the viewer has followed

Bio

The viewer’s self-introduction

Subscribe date

The date did the viewer subscribe the streamer
20

Notification

Whether did the viewer turn on the notification

Diffweek

Subscribe date minus Create date

SameName

Whether the viewer’s display name is the same as ID

User's action in chat room
Chatfreq

The frequency of messages the viewer leaves in chat room

Instrfreq

The frequency of chatbot’s instructions the viewer calls

Emojifreq

The frequency of emoji the viewer leaves

Tagcount

The frequency of which the viewer tags others

Taggedcount

The frequency of which the viewer be tagged by others

Poscount

The frequency of positive word the viewer leaves

Negcount

The frequency of negative word the viewer leaves

3.3 Data Splitting
In our research, we focus on normal user and subscriber. So we should split their
data from origin data. We treat the users who had never subscribed but had chatted as
normal user. In contrast, we treat the users who subscribed for the first time as subscriber.
Because we think continuously subscribed users are different from the new subscriber.
We moved it from our research. At the end, we have 52483 normal users and 1787 new
subscribers’ data.

3.4 Data Mining
When data cleaning finished, our research could continue to do data mining. There
are three steps in our data mining:
1.

We set our sample between different time intervals such as 2-month, 1 month,

2-week, 1 week, 2 day and 1 day. For example, we collect subscribers’ action in
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chat room two months before his subscription. On the other hand, we randomly
select a day when the normal user had chatted in chat room and collect action before
the day. We want to investigate whether the result will be different in different time
intervals.
2.

Since our normal users and new subscribers’ data are not balance, we couldn’t

put all them into model. That would cause model to tend to normal user.
Consequently, we set the training data and testing data ratio of normal users to
subscribers to be 1:1. Furthermore, repeat building model 100 times and average
the results. This method can extract different sample in every time in order to keep
models have normality.
3.

Then, we use logistic regression, SVM, decision tree, random forest, naïve

Bayes and KNN to predict whether the viewers will subscribe the streamer. And use
committee machine to combine different algorithms to make better decision. At last,
find the influential variables with strong explanatory power on the subscription
intention.
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Chapter 4.

Result

4.1 Descriptive statistics
The descriptive statistics of data are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Beside these
variables, we add labels, subscribed and unsubscribed, to subscribers and normalusers’
data in order to build model. There is a significant difference of “Notification” between
normalusers and subscribers. Thus, it may be a decisive indicator to predict whether the
viewer will subscribe the streamer.
Table 2 Normalusers' descriptive statistics
Min

1st Q.

Median

Mean

3rd Q.

Max

Std. Dev.

0

36

68

97.35

121

2089

109.133

Diffweek

0.14

96

161.5

168.58

245.2

489.5

93.03

Chatfreq

1

1

2

4.604

3

726

13.8

Numeric

Tagcount

0

0

0

0.004

0

20

0.117

Variables

Taggedcount

0

0

0

0.001

0

7

0.04

Instrfreq

0

0

0

0.185

0

308

1.979

Emojifreq

0

0

0

0.124

0

335

1.36

Poscount

0

0

0

0.074

0

176

0.624

Negcount

0

0

0

0.049

0

28

0.325

Column
Followcount

Column
Categorical
Variables

True(%)

False(%)

0.428

0.572

0.15

0.85

Follow

0.975

0.025

Notification

0.397

0.603

SameName
Bio
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Table 3 Subscribers' descriptive statistics
Min

1st Q.

Median

Mean

3rd Q.

Max

Std. Dev.

1

32

61

88.17

115

1206

94.009

Diffweek

0.4

90.57

168

175.85

264

442.42

100.758

Chatfreq

1

2

7

28.14

23

955

68.86

Numeric

Tagcount

0

0

0

0.004

0

2

0.086

Variables

Taggedcount

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Instrfreq

0

0

0

0.675

0

27

2.382

Emojifreq

0

0

0

0.544

0

78

2.899

Poscount

0

0

0

0.486

0

46

1.961

Negcount

0

0

0

0.312

0

24

1.389

Column
Followcount

Column
Categorical
Variables

True(%)

False(%)

SameName

0.487

0.513

Bio

0.169

0.831

Follow

0.978

0.022

Notification

0.608

0.392

4.2 Model performance
4.2.1
Original models
At first, we use six classification methods and put all variables to build models. The
performance is shown in Figure 10, Figure 11. We find that the shorter the sampling
interval is, the more the forecasting performance increases. In the past, people think that
connections with a brand can be regarded as long-term outcomes. And the relationship
could predict the possibility of future purchases (Wan, Lu, Wang & Zhao, 2017). This
result breaks the previous thinking. For each model, the performances for each time
interval are shown in the appendix.
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Figure 10 Model accuracy

Figure 11 Model F1 score

4.2.2

Stepwise models

We use stepwise regression to select variables and choose best time interval, one day,
to

build

model

again.

The

variables

we

select

are

“Chatfreq”,

“Notification”, ”SameName”, ” Instrfreq”, “Followcount”, ”Bio”, “Negcount”
and ”taggedcount”. The performance is shown in Table 4. In terms of the result, the
variables selected by stepwise regression improve algorithms’ performance.
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Table 4 Stepwise performance

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

LR

0.7112

0.7441

0.6473

0.6923

RF

0.7366

0.7734

0.6702

0.7181

DT

0.7133

0.7325

0.6735

0.7018

SVM

0.6895

0.6996

0.6673

0.6831

NB

0.6101

0.8196

0.3019

0.4413

KNN

0.6202

0.6906

0.4376

0.5357

4.2.3

Committee machine

Then, we use committee machine to combine algorithms to build model. The
performance is shown in Table 5 We don’t put random forest into committee machine
because random forest’s bagging method is much like committee machine. Therefore, the
best performance committee machine in our research is the combination of logistic
regression, decision tree and SVM. Its accuracy and F1 score can reach 0.7148 and 0.6976
by using the stepwise variable. But its performance is still lower than random forest with
stepwise variables.
Table 5 Committee machine performance

Committee machine

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

LR+DT+SVM

0.7074

0.7201

0.6798

0.6994

LR+DT+SVM(stepwise

0.7148

0.7444

0.6563

0.6976

0.7086

0.7803

0.5815

0.6664

LR+DT+SVM+NB+KNN(ste 0.7004

0.7521

0.5976

0.6660

variable)
LR+DT+SVM+NB+KNN
pwise variable)
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4.2.4

Logistic coefficient analysis

By logistic regression, we know that four variables are significant, “Chatfreq”,
“NotificationTrue”, “Followcount” and “Negcount”. The result is shown in Table 6. We
calculate the exponent to the power of coefficients as probability. This means when the
viewer’s “Chatfreq” adds one , the probability of viewer’s subscription will become 1.1
times. And “Followcount“and “Negcount” are as same as “Chatfreq”. “NotificationTrue”
means that if the viewer turns on the notification, the probability of viewer’s subscription
will more than the viewer who doesn’t turn on the notification 2.37 times.

Table 6 Logistic regression coefficients

Variables

Coefficients

Convert to

P value

probability
Chatfreq

0.0950

1.1

<2e-16

NotificationTrue

0.8662

2.37

<2e-16

Followcount

-0.0015

0.99

0.00519

Negcount

-0.5

0.6

0.01565

4.3 Discussion
We use two aspect, user’s personality and user’s social interaction in chat room, to
do our research. The result says that two of user’s personality and two of user’s social
interaction have significant influence on subscription intention. In our opinion, “tagcount”
and “taggedcount” will play important roles in our research. We think the viewer who has
a large amount of “tagcount” or “taggedcount” will be the key opinion leader in the
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streamer’s chat room. The key opinion leader like share ideas with others and will be
easier to attract attention (Zhao, Kong, 2017). They will have more social interaction. But
the result is not significant. We suppose that the viewers tag some celebrities in chat room.
However, some viewers tag others randomly, that we called “flooding the screen”. So that
we couldn’t detect the viewer who is the key opinion leader exactly.
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Chapter 5.

Conclusion

This study proposes a data mining method to investigate subscription intention. The
accuracy of proposed model is able to reach up to 0.7366. In this regard, we are confident
that our model is useful to streamers to find potential subscribers. Comparing to longterm observation, we suggest that streamers should keep the viewers’ data updating every
day. And we also find that four variables, “Chatfreq”, “NotificationTrue”, “Followcount”
and “Negcount” are significant. Streamers should focus on them to catch the trace of new
subscribers.
5.1 Implications for research
We contribute to the literature of social media and live streaming. First, most of
studies investigated live stream watching intention and how to attract viewers. They
didn’t mention that how the streamers and live stream platform get profit from their
viewers. This study is the first study investigating viewers subscription intention with
supervising method. Second, we use the real data to prove that social reaction has a
great influence on subscription intention. Third, we overthrow the myth that prediction
should based on a long-term observation. In the world of live streaming, everything
changes rapidly so that the streamers should manage their streaming step by step.
5.2 Implications for practice
This research provides some business and managerial insights to streamers and
stream platforms. Streamers can observe viewers personalities and their action in chat
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room to predict whether their viewers will subscribe them. Then, they can do some
personal marketing strategy to their target customer. On the other hand, the stream
platforms could find streamers’ potential business value. They can decide to promote the
streamers to create a win-win situation or make the streamers fend for themselves.
5.3 Limitations and future research
We still have some limitations in our research. First, our data is collected from only
one streamer. In this condition, we can’t ensure whether other streamers data can reach
same effect. Second, the number of normal users’ data is much different from subscribers’.
In order to generalize the approach, we will collect more different streamers’ data into our
dataset in the future.
Our research focus on texts and some structure data. We don’t collect streamer’s
unstructured data, such as voice and video of streamer live stream. There will be more
useful features. In the future, we can use CNN and RNN, which are the methods of deep
learning, to examine our model.
We can’t get some personalities of viewers, such as gender, age, job and residence
with API or crawler program. It restricts our research development. Taking a long-term
perspective, we can contact to live stream platform to achieve enough data and keep
developing our study.
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Appendix
Table 7 The performances for each time interval

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

2-month 0.64795

0.6453

0.65844

0.65806

1-month 0.6473

0.63878

0.67854

0.658743

2-week

0.6631

0.66837

0.64939

0.671209

1-week

0.68033

0.69251

0.65118

0.681619

2-day

0.69829

0.72393

0.64398

0.688724

1-day

0.71037

0.74699

0.63889

0.65806

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

2-month 0.64899

0.65618

0.62725

0.64138

1-month 0.65108

0.65753

0.63242

0.64473

2-week

0.69616

0.70644

0.6722

0.68889

1-week

0.7078

0.72305

0.67482

0.69810

2-day

0.71997

0.74092

0.67701

0.70752

1-day

0.73044

0.75296

0.68673

0.71832

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

2-month 0.61063

0.61249

0.60418

0.60830

1-month 0.60996

0.61388

0.59473

0.60415

2-week

0.67126

0.67918

0.65043

0.66449

1-week

0.68294

0.69212

0.66081

0.67610

2-day

0.69504

0.70517

0.67212

0.68824

1-day

0.69853

0.71206

0.66838

0.68952

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

SVM 2-month 0.64068

0.63487

0.66807

0.65105

1-month 0.64112

0.63076

0.69018

0.65913

2-week

0.63197

0.62471

0.69344

0.65728

1-week

0.63353

0.62185

0.7144

0.66492

2-day

0.63454

0.62269

0.71772

0.66684

1-day

0.63185

0.61545

0.73445

0.6697

LR

RF

DT
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Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

2-month 0.55821

0.78177

0.22265

0.34659

1-month 0.5556

0.78632

0.19367

0.31079

2-week

0.57787

0.78681

0.31757

0.45250

1-week

0.59323

0.81114

0.28497

0.42176

2-day

0.60368

0.83254

0.27438

0.41273

1-day

0.61308

0.833

0.2858

0.42558

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1 score

KNN 2-month 0.61391

0.65521

0.48266

0.55585

1-month 0.60537

0.64631

0.46726

0.54239

2-week

0.62839

0.69897

0.4527

0.54950

1-week

0.62424

0.69225

0.44878

0.54454

2-day

0.6186

0.68718

0.43699

0.53424

1-day

0.61796

0.68467

0.43898

0.53496

NB
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